When Ingram Micro Logistics (IML) launched in 2000, Microsoft Home and Entertainment was one of the division’s first customers. Microsoft entrusted its retail returns processing in the United States to Ingram Micro, which became responsible for consolidating and processing product returns on Microsoft’s behalf from more than 14,000 retail outlets located throughout the United States, with a focus on providing seamless systems for credits, product disposition and reporting to Microsoft.

In the years that followed, IML and Microsoft worked together to institute practices that would improve their supply chain performance. The collaboration worked so well that Microsoft renewed its contract with IML for the retail business and handed IML all returns processing business from their distribution partners in 2003.

Microsoft Home and Entertainment Division Needed to Further Streamline and Improve the Efficiencies of Their Retail Returns Processing as Part of Their Plan to Incorporate Their Distribution Returns in the United States into the Program.

Approach
The division called on Ingram Micro Logistics to investigate all elements of the division’s returns processing, including using Microsoft’s proprietary Global Returns Tool with Ingram Micro’s IMpulse system to develop a one-to-one inventory monitoring system.

Solution
Ingram Micro Logistics quickly deployed IT infrastructure solutions and its world-class logistics system to bring greater efficiency to Microsoft’s retail returns processing, providing a seamless system for credits, product disposition and reporting that was expanded to include Microsoft’s distribution partner returns.

“Working with Ingram Micro, we’ve created a reverse logistics process that hums with efficiency and exceeds our metrics for supply chain excellence.”
—Mike Quinn, general manager, North America Operations Center, Home and Entertainment Division, Microsoft

Cutting-Edge Tools for Retail Returns
Ingram Micro Logistics’ main focus was to quickly integrate Microsoft’s proprietary Global Returns Tool, which, together with Ingram Micro’s IMpulse system, creates a seamless electronic connection for reporting and credit processing between Ingram Micro, Microsoft and its key retail customers. IML implemented the new Global Returns Tool within 90 days, providing a system-to-system database interface for reports on returns tracking, shipment status and credit processing.

In addition to better efficiency in electronic reporting through the Global Returns Tool, IML worked with Microsoft to create unique practices for tracking and managing returned merchandise. Also, IML and Microsoft deployed closed circuit televisions for better security practices and shipment verification, minimizing time for payout to retailers and decreasing costs to Microsoft associated with the dispute resolution process.

Now Ingram Micro Logistics accepts returns on behalf of Microsoft, providing a secure solution for inventory verification and disposition through various channels.

Microsoft Home and Entertainment Division Improves Efficiencies on Returns with Help from Ingram Micro Logistics (IML)
to our mission,” said Scott Michaelis, vice president, sales, Ingram Micro Logistics. “Together, we’re working to create unique tolls and metrics that push the limit on performance and deliver and new level of support and satisfaction, along with better cost savings for Microsoft.”

“Consolidation of our retail and distribution returns program with Ingram Micro Logistics has given us the economy of scale and expertise we needed to better serve our customers and manage costs,” said Mike Quinn, general manager, North America Operations Center, Home and Entertainment Division, Microsoft. “Working with Ingram Micro, we’ve created a reverse logistics process that hums with efficiency and exceeds our metrics for supply chain excellence.”

**Conclusion**

Since taking over both Microsoft’s retail and distribution returns programs, Ingram Micro Logistics has delivered more efficient reverse supply chain performance, improved customer service levels and reduced costs for returns processing. The company’s ability to integrate enhanced features like Microsoft’s Global Returns Tool and closed circuit surveillance cameras have brought special benefits such as improved reporting, better dispute resolution and security practices.
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